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Reviewing Proposals and the 
Physics 595 Proposal Review Process



Why should you care about the proposal review process?

You may be asked to review a 
proposal some day!

More importantly, knowing how 
proposals are evaluated will 
help you write successful 
proposals!

The Proposal Review Process



Examine the proposals critically, using the criteria provided by 
funding agency: Most common ‘scientific’ review criteria:

Scientific content:  What 
questions/problems does the 
proposed research plan to solve?

Significance/importance:  Why is the 
research needed?  How will the 
research advance knowledge?

Feasibility:  Is the proposed research 
feasible?  Can the problem be 
addressed in the timeframe and 
monetary size of the award?

Clarity:  Are the proposal motivations, 
plans, and goals clearly stated?

Logical organization:  Is the proposal 
logically organized and well written?

The Proposal Review Process



Examine the proposals critically, using the criteria provided by 
funding agency:

Other “outreach/broad impact” criteria:

Education:  How well does the project 
help integrate research and 
teaching?

Accessibility:  Will the results be made 
available to a broad audience to 
advance science understanding?

Underrepresentation:  Does the research 
enhance the participation of 
underrepresented groups?

Societal impact:  Are there any benefits of 
the work to society at large?

Interdisciplinarity:  Does the work help 
advance interdisciplinary research?

The Proposal Review Process



Other issues that matter:

1: Does the proposal comply with the 
proposal preparation instructions?

2:  Has enough detail been provided to 
allow adequate evaluation?

3:  Is the research proposed 
“transformative”?

4:  Have all parts of the proposal been 
included?

5:  Is the budget well justified and 
adequate for the research 
proposed?

Examine the proposals critically, using the criteria provided by 
funding agency:

The Proposal Review Process



The Proposal Panel Review Process

Each proposal is generally reviewed (before the panel meets) by 
three or more of the panelists.  External (mail) reviews may also be 
solicited.

The Secondary reviewer makes 

additional comments

The Primary reviewer gives 
background on the proposal and 
leads discussion of the proposal

The Scribe takes notes on the 
discussion

All the panelists can contribute to the 
discussion, and a final rating and 
summary of the discussion is 
decided upon by the entire panel



Friday, April 12:  Project Summaries are due

Friday, April 19, 5 p.m.:  Proposals are due

By Monday, April 22:  I will e-mail you the proposals for which 
you are the primary and secondary reviewer

April 22 – 25:  Read, and prepare written reports for, the two 
proposals for which you’re responsible 

By April 25:  Project summaries for all proposals will be e-
mailed to the class

Friday, April 26: Proposal panel review, 10 a.m. – 12 noon

Phys 595 Proposal Review Timeline



Your Responsibilities as the Principal Investigator

Simple:  include all elements of the proposal, and get the 
proposal in on time!



1: Overall scientific and technical merit—does 
the project address an important problem?

2.  Strengths and weaknesses of the proposal

3: Feasibility—likelihood of success

4: Compliance with stated program objectives—
will the project contribute to the funder’s 
mission?

5: Adequacy of facilities and equipment to be 
used

6: Qualifications, capabilities, and experience of 
scientific personnel 

7: Reasonableness of the project costs

Assign a rating or priority for funding

Prepare a separate reports for proposals you’re assigned

Your Responsibilities as a Phys 595 Reviewer

Discuss the following features:



Important things to note:

Written reports and panel discussion 
summaries should be evaluative, but 
constructively worded, as the 
principal investigators will read these:

“Review unto others as you would have 
them review unto you.”

Primary reviewers will lead 
discussion of their proposals

Your Responsibilities on the Phys 595 Proposal Panel

Secondary reviewers will make 
additional comments

All will contribute to the 
discussion, and panel ratings, 
for every proposal.


